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TODAY’S ACTIVITIES

-Daily LEGO Challenge, Day 15:
There is a circus in town. Build a
place for the performance.
-The Escape Game Austin is doing
online escape room field trips!
-Unfortunately, I have not gotten
any Fractions play videos, but if
anyone still wants to do it, it’s
never too late! Send them to me at
ellienowlin @gmail.com and I’ll put
it in the next issue! You can always
submit one, any time.
-BookSpring ReadAloud videos and
Book Reviews!
TGPT HOLIDAY: National EAT Day

Review

Movie: The Incredibles

Two superheroes (or ‘supers’), Mr.
Incredible and Elastigirl, happen to
fall in love and marry. Then, supers
become illegal and they, along with
their friend Frozone, their own superkids, and hundreds of others are
forced underground. But then, an
annoying kid who calls himself
‘Incrediboy’ appears, along with a few
other interesting things, and it looks
like the Incredibles might be needed
again…

The Daily Bean
Featured drawing series

A Poem by Me!
Ode to Springtime
The sun peeks through the clouds
And quite beautifully whispers its song:
To leaf, grass, mountain and creature,
Another morning arises for you.
Make of it what you will, and
Never forget the sun’s love for you.
And the sun begins another day
Its peaceful reign ever continuing
And the flowers awaken, open their petals
Greet the sun with their pleasant sway,
The colors that would never show
But now, making their beauty known,
To near and far, a poem, a song,
And the sky blue, the grass green,
And the petals hundreds of colors
Often hiding or invisible,
And the blankets spread across the world,
Of cloud, of love, and of cloth,
The cloud, the sun’s army, ready yet kind,
The love, wrapping the world in its arms,
And the cloth, where beautiful creatures
Sit across, with a sandwich or sweets,
Whispering their love without speaking,
Dancing their waltzes without moving,
Little ones excited, searching for candy,
And the world’s heart beats as one
In springtime.

DAD JOKE OF THE DAY
Why is a fish unlike a guitar?

Because you can tune a guitar but you can’t
tuna fish.
Mind Games by Ellie Nowlin

